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General & Company News

NFP Expands Medical Stop Loss and Self-Funded Group Captive Capabilities with Acquisition of
East Coast Underwriters and Blue Ridge Captive Solutions
MyHealthGuide Source: PRweb, 2/8/2022
NEW YORK -- NFP, a leading insurance broker and consultant that provides property and casualty,
corporate benefits, retirement, and individual solutions, announced it has acquired East Coast
Underwriters, LLC and Blue Ridge Captive Solutions PCC, Inc. The acquisition enhances NFP’s medical
stop loss and self-funded group captive business, its scale and underwriting talent, and solidifies NFP’s
best-in-class position in providing tailored solutions to self-insured employer groups. The transaction
closed December 23, 2021.
“I’m excited to welcome Aaron and the East Coast Underwriters team to NFP,” said Kim Bell, executive
vice president, Head of Health and Benefits, NFP. “Their focus on delivering the service and expertise
clients need, as well as their strong relationships and sound underwriting practices, will help our clients
navigate an increasingly challenging healthcare benefits landscape and enable them to gain more
control over the associated costs.”
East Coast Underwriters, a managing general agent based in Spartanburg, South Carolina, provides
medical stop loss to mid-sized self-insured employers through a distribution network of third-party
administrators, benefits brokers and general agents. Blue Ridge Captive Solutions, a captive program
underwritten by East Coast Underwriters, enables groups of all sizes to pool their risk, delivering a more
controlled, predictable, and stabilized environment for self-funded plans.
Aaron Wilkie, president of both East Coast Underwriters and Blue Ridge Captive Solutions, will join NFP
as a managing director and work closely with NFP’s Medical Stop Loss unit, including Excess
Reinsurance, an NFP company, and its Corporate Benefits team.
"We’re thrilled to join NFP and have the opportunity to work with their exceptional team,” said Wilkie.
“Our complementary capabilities will benefit clients, and as we integrate with the NFP team we’ll also
gain access to a variety of new resources and growth opportunities. This is a great way to start 2022.”
About NFP
NFP is a leading insurance broker and consultant providing specialized property and casualty, corporate
benefits, retirement, and individual solutions through its licensed subsidiaries and affiliates. NFP enables
client success through the expertise of over 6,600 global employees, investments in innovative
technologies, and enduring relationships with highly rated insurers, vendors, and financial institutions.
NFP is the 5th largest benefits broker by global revenue, 7th largest US-based privately owned broker,
9th best place to work in insurance and 13th largest broker of U.S. business (Business Insurance); 10th
largest commercial lines agency by P&C commercial lines revenue and 10th largest property and
casualty agency (Insurance Journal); and 13th largest global insurance broker (Best’s Review). Visit
NFP.com.
Top

One80 Acquires Captive and Alternative Risk Solutions Provider for Self-insured Entities
MyHealthGuide Source: Rebecca Delaney, Captive Insurance Times, 2/1/2022
Specialty insurance brokerage One80 Intermediaries has acquired Innovative Risk Management (IRM), a
programme manager providing captive and alternative risk solutions to agents, brokers and self-insured
entities.
The transaction includes Programs Plus, which administer underwriting management and policy
administration services for self-insured entities, captives and specialty programmes.
Under the acquisition, IRM will become a division of One80. The insurance wholesaler and programme
manager offers programmes across a range of coverages, including property and casualty, cannabis,
medical stop-loss, alternative risk and health risks.
IRM offers its captive solutions and customised insurance programmes to improve risk profile, control
losses, and manage claims.
Solutions include captive solutions, programme management, claims mitigation and administrations,
underwriting, loss control and specialty programme development and management.
Matthew Power, president of One80, comments: “I am excited to offer captive and alternative risk
solutions through the One80 platform with the acquisition of IRM. As we continue to bring together the
best talent in the industry, I am confident that IRM’s highly specialised and innovative team will be a
fantastic addition to the One80 culture.”
Stuart Stagner, managing director at IRM, adds: “For 30 years, IRM has consistently provided a unique
approach to alternative risk solutions. As IRM moves into our next 30 years, we will partner with One80
Intermediaries to provide our clients with an expanded platform for growth and opportunities.”
About One80 Intermediaries
One80 Intermediaries is a privately held insurance wholesale broker and program manager with offices
in both the US and Canada. Visit one80intermediaries.com..
Top

Hines Achieves URAC Accreditation Renewal
MyHealthGuide Source: Global Excel, 2/7/2022
Elgin, IL – Hines, an independent leader in Medical Case Management and Health Utilization
Management, and a member of the Global Excel family, announced that it has successfully renewed its
URAC accreditation for Case Management and Utilization Management.
URAC Case Management Accreditation demonstrates Hines’ excellence in care coordination, including
behavioral health components, service access and utilization, patient engagement and care transitions.
URAC Health Utilization Management ensures the operational and clinical soundness of Hines’ health
utilization process.
URAC is recognized by the federal government and by nearly every US state for their stringent set of
nationally recognized, evidence-based standards and measures, while maintaining the highest
confidentiality to protect all parties – patients, providers and payers.
“Ensuring our clients – and their members – consistently receive the highest quality care services
available has always been a top priority at Hines. We’re proud to have successfully renewed our
accreditation against the widely recognized URAC standards in today’s rapidly evolving healthcare
industry.”, said Steve McClung, CEO, Hines.
Our renewed accreditation underlines our commitment to continue delivering innovative healthcare
management and cost containment solutions by providing effective assistance with optimal, quality
outcomes for members, health plans and providers.
About Hines
Hines customizes services for excellence in Total Population Management, Precert/Utilization
Management, Advocacy, Care Coordination, Specialty Case Management, Behavioral Health
Management, Healthy Tomorrows Prevention & Chronic Condition Management, RBP/Network
Alternative Coordination and Biometric Screenings.
About Global Excel Management Inc.
Global Excel is a full-service cost containment, claims management and medical assistance company
offering a complete range of services to international, Canadian and U.S. domestic clients.
With over 1800 corporate clients located in more than 90 countries around the world, Global Excel
manages approximately 384,000 inpatient, outpatient and non-medical cases and files per year and
processes over $1.95 billion in claims annually. Visit globalexcel.com.
Top

SIIA Announces Corporate Growth Forum
MyHealthGuide Source: The Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA), 2/8/2022
The Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA) announced the program and opened registration for
its inaugural Corporate Growth Forum. Scheduled for May 16-18, 2022 in Greenville, South Carolina, the
Forum has been designed to help companies active in the self-insurance/captive insurance marketplace
better understand common growth strategies made possible by corporate financial transactions
(mergers, acquisitions, capitalizations, etc.).
In addition to targeted educational content, attendees will have the opportunity to connect with
representatives of private equity firms and related advisors, as well as network and share experiences
with owners/senior executives of other SIIA member companies with similar interests.
The association is pleased to confirm the participation and of the following private equity firms and
related advisors who have the specific expertise and industry knowledge to be valuable “growth partners”
for companies in our industry. These growth partners will help deliver the educational content, as well as
be available to meet privately with event attendees to discuss their corporate growth objectives.
Abry Partners
Ansley Capital Group
Carrick Capital Partners
Council Capital
Grant Avenue Capital
LLR Partners
TAG Financial Institutions Group
Water Street Healthcare Partners
Register
Whether your growth objectives are immediate, or sometime in the future, this event promises to help
your company be better positioned for success.
Sign up by March 11 and take advantage of discounted early bird registration fees. Complete event
information can be accessed here.
We look forward to seeing you in beautiful Greenville, SC this May.
About SIIA
The Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA) is a dynamic, member-based association dedicated to
protecting and promoting the business interests of companies involved in the self-insurance/alternative
risk transfer (ART) industry, both domestically and internationally. Visit www.SIIA.org.
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6 Degrees Health Announces its First CE Course in a Series for 2022
MyHealthGuide Source: 6 Degrees Health, 2/11/2022
6 Degrees Health is pleased to announce our new high-quality CE Courses for FREE. Our CE Courses
are offered monthly and allows attendees to target specific classes to stay current on trending topics.
The first CE course, presented by Bonita Hatchett-Bodle, 6 Degrees Health General Counsel, is
“Introduction to ERISA, Account Based Plans & the ACA.”
The “Introduction to ERISA” course is a 2-hour credited course that provides instruction regarding the
legal foundation for the creation, operation, and employee benefit plans, with a focus on welfare benefits
subject to Title I of ERISA. This CE Course, which is intended to be participatory by attendees, will
provide practical information to enable attendees to better serve their clients and function more efficiently
as a member of the employee benefits industry. Although the information covered is technical in nature,
the course instruction will be delivered in an easily understood manner. Throughout the session,
attendees are encouraged to share their experiences with the topics covered with the goal of also
facilitating peer-to-peer education.
Topics to be covered include:
The importance of understanding the legal framework for employee welfare benefits
The policies underlying the enactment of ERISA which continue to guide compliance
Cafeteria plans, flexible spending arrangements, dependent care account programs
Nondiscrimination testing
COBRA & FMLA
Benefits reporting requirements
Medicare
This course has been submitted for L & H Agent credit for the following states: AK, AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO,
CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, *HI, IA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, *LA, MA, *MD, *ME, *MI, *MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND,
NE, NH, *NJ, *NM, NV, NY, OH, OK, OR, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WA, WI, WV, WY. The CE
provider for this event, CEU Institute (national CLE provider – www.ceuinstitute.net will seek 2.0 hours of
credit for this program. *pending state decision.
Click Here to Register
Date: Wednesday, March 2, 2022
Time: 10:00 a.m. PT
About Bonita Hatchett-Bodle, CE Course Instructor
Bonita is an accomplished ERISA and benefits attorney with over 25 years of experience in a variety of
settings, from a large international law firm to General Counsel for a leading independent employee
benefits organization. Additionally, Bonita is serving as General Counsel for 6 Degrees Health.
About 6 Degrees Health
6 Degrees Health is built to bring equity and fairness back into the healthcare reimbursement equation.
Industry-leading MediVI technology supports our cost containment solutions with objective, transparent,
and defensible data. 6 Degrees Health’s solutions include everything from referenced- based pricing,
payment integrity, provider market analyses, reasonable value claim reports, ad hoc claims negotiations,
and evergreening provider contracts. Our veteran cost containment team partners with health plans and
their channel partners to deliver unparalleled cost containment results. Visit 6degreeshealth.com.
Top

Nova Releases Next Podcast Episode Focuses on Choosing a Health Plan
MyHealthGuide Source: Nova Healthcare Administrators (Nova), 2/10/2022
BUFFALO, NY – Does your employer offer more than one health plan? Overwhelmed and need some
direction? Stream Nova’s next podcast episode, “Choosing a Health Plan” for some guidance. Part of
their “Under the Coverage” podcast series, this latest episode helps walk listeners through how to
analyze their consumption of health care when selecting a plan.
“Some employer groups offer more than one benefit plan. It can be really confusing because you're like,
‘oh my gosh, I want the best one and the best one is the one I have to pay the most money for, right?’
notes podcast guest Carey Krieger, account manager, Independent Health. “That’s not always the
case.”
Under the Coverage features people like Carey who spend their working days focused on health benefits
and health care, sharing their insider tips on information they wish every health care consumer knew.
New episodes are added weekly and are available on SoundCloud, Stitcher, Spotify, Apple Podcasts
and Google Podcasts. Episodes are 15 minutes or less.
Find Under the Coverage on Twitter @UndrTheCoverage or submit a question for a future episode.
About Nova
Founded in 1982 and headquartered in Buffalo, NY, Nova is one of the largest third-party administrators
of self-funded employee benefit programs in the nation, providing the health care solutions our clients
need in the way they need them. And we go far beyond the basics. We are creative problem solvers who
build custom solutions. Nova provides a unique, comprehensive array of services, including medical,
dental, vision, COBRA, reimbursement account administration, and private-labeled solutions. Nova also
offers award-winning, in-house, integrated medical management programs. We are the stewards of our
clients’ benefit plans, offering best-in-class partnerships, customized solutions, and personalized service.
Contact Breann Petro at bpetro@novahealthcare.com and visit www.novahealthcare.com.
Top

The Phia Group Announces Webinar The Compliance Landscape for 2022
MyHealthGuide Source: The Phia Group, 2/11/2022
Webinar Title: The Compliance Landscape for 2022
Description: One month in, the new year has brought into focus three major compliance concerns –
mental health parity, COVID-19, and fiduciary duties. The Department of Labor just released its first
annual report to Congress on mental health parity compliance. None of the plan sponsors in the report
earned a passing grade. Join The Phia Group on Tuesday, February 15, 2022, at 1:00 PM EST, as they
break down the report, explaining what went wrong, and what plan sponsors can do to earn a passing
grade. The team will also reveal how you can best prepare a compliance strategy to keep up with new
legal developments in ERISA law and with COVID-19. Registration Link.
About The Phia Group
The Phia Group, LLC, headquartered in Canton, Massachusetts, is an experienced provider of health
care cost containment techniques offering comprehensive claims recovery, plan document and
consulting services designed to control health care costs and protect plan assets. By providing industry
leading consultation, plan drafting, subrogation and other cost containment solutions, Contact Garrick
Hunt at ghunt@phiagroup.com, 781-535-5644 and visit www.PhiaGroup.com.
Top

Vālenz® to Attend HCAA Executive Forum as Corporate Sponsor
MyHealthGuide Source: Vālenz®, 2/11/2022
PHOENIX, AZ — As Corporate Sponsors of the HCAA Executive Forum, Vālenz® leaders have
announced they are attending the key networking event for the self-funded industry in Las Vegas this
year.
The HCAA Executive Forum, which addresses timely industry topics while providing opportunities to
connect with colleagues, returns to an in-person format for the first time in two years. A real-time, livestreaming option is available for registrants unable to attend on site. Valenz also will be featured in the Bto-B Marketplace where attendees can find rich information about how the health data technology firm
improves cost, quality and outcomes for self-funded plans and their members.
“This year’s conference theme, Unstoppable Spirit, is very fitting when you consider the new challenges
the self-insured industry has had to solve and overcome during the pandemic,” said Rob Gelb, Chief
Executive Officer at Valenz. “As we become more agile and adaptable in a dramatically changed world,
we look forward to sharing data-driven solutions that simplify the complexities of self insurance through
true transparency and decision enablement.”
The HCAA Executive Forum will be held Feb. 21-23 at the Bellagio, with live-streaming of presentations
occurring at Pacific Time. Attendees are encouraged to connect with Valenz to explore the benefits to
their business and plan members through the unique integration of services across the care and claim
continuum. The Valenz team attending the event includes Brian Campbell, Brittney Parrish, Greg
Shelley and Steve Illions.
About Vālenz
Vālenz® simplifies the complexities of self-insurance for employers through a steadfast commitment to
data transparency and decision enablement. To balance the relationship between healthcare quality,
advocacy and cost, the Vālenz® approach aligns the patient, payer and provider. We deliver this synergy
through a strong foundation with deep roots in clinical and member advocacy, alongside decades-long
expertise in claim reimbursement and payment validity, integrity and accuracy.
By establishing “true transparency” and offering data-driven solutions that improve cost, quality and
outcomes for you and your members, Valenz engages early and often for smarter, better, faster
healthcare. Visit valenzhealth.com. Valenz is backed by Great Point Partners.
Top

People News

MedWatch Announces Rebecca Bethard as New General Counsel
MyHealthGuide Source: MedWatch, LLC, 2/11/2022
MedWatch is proud to announce the addition of Rebecca Bethard, JD, CHPC, as their new General
Counsel and Privacy Compliance Officer.
Rebecca has over 30 years of healthcare legal and compliance experience and has acted as in-house
and outside counsel for 17 years.
Prior to joining MedWatch, Rebecca oversaw compliance and legal departments for health providers and
health insurance entities. Her practical and proactive approach to compliance and legal services has
made her an industry leader with a proven track record of developing highly effective legal and
compliance programs to identify, monitor and mitigate regulatory risks. Rebecca enjoys developing
positive business relationships to streamline the delivery of legal and compliance systems that enhance
both operations and regulatory initiatives.
Sally-Ann Polson, President and CEO of MedWatch shared that “Rebecca is one of the most intelligent
and engaging professionals I have ever met. She brings a wealth of healthcare experience and legal
knowledge to MedWatch. Her courtroom practice as well as in-house provider experience allows us to
know the inside thoughts of providers that can help clear the roadblocks on negotiations and other
matters important to MedWatch and our clients.”
Rebecca earned her law degree at the Brandies School of Law, University of Louisville while working as
a full-time litigation paralegal. She is a member of the Health Care Compliance Association and is
certified in Healthcare Privacy Compliance.
Ms. Polson added “Having Rebecca as part of the MedWatch team provides support on compliance and
regulatory matters and other corporate intricacies that positively impact our everyday business as well as
the interest of our clients.”
Rebecca has authored many industry-related publications and delivered executive presentations
including:
Less is More, Keeping Member Information Confidential, MedWatch, LLC, February 2022
HIPAA, Fraud Waste and Abuse, CMS Reporting Requirements, Principle, LTC, November 2020
Conflicts of Interests in Healthcare, Anthem, Inc. Annual Training, June 2020
Guardianship and Healthcare Oversight: Multi-State Analysis, Trilogy Health Services Annual
Training, May 2018
About MedWatch
Since being founded in 1988, MedWatch has evolved into one of the most trusted and respected
Population Health Management/Medical Cost Containment companies in the industry. Triple URAC
accredited in Utilization, Case, and Disease Management, MedWatch partners with clients providing
solutions to help manage medical needs across the healthcare continuum mitigating risk and maximizing
clinical and financial outcomes. An extensive suite of more than 23 comprehensive services, ranging
from Concierge to Reference Based Pricing to Virtual Primary Care, provides an integrated and
simplified pathway that minimizes potential disconnect and member disruption that can often be caused
when multiple provider relationships are involved. Contact Sales at (321) 249 9180,
sales@urmedwatch.com and visit urmedwatch.com.
Top

6 Degrees Health Welcomes Jodi Hammer as Vice President of Business Development
MyHealthGuide Source: 6 Degrees Health, 2/11/2022
Hillsboro, OR - 6 Degrees Health is pleased to announce that Jodi Hammer, an industry veteran, has
joined the company as a VP of Business Development. Jodi will focus on growth development for our
Payment Integrity solutions for health plans, stop-loss carriers, and reinsurance.

Jodi Hammer
Vice President of Business Development
6 Degrees Health
“Having known Jodi for years, I have gained immeasurable respect for her, like what she has earned
from her clients, and across the whole industry. She is excellent at her craft and conducts herself with the
highest level of integrity. It is exciting to have Jodi join 6 Degrees Health and now work on the same
team.” - Heath Potter, Chief Growth Officer
Jodi has been working to reduce healthcare costs and improve outcomes since 2008. Her early years
were spent selling transplant network, cost containment, and transparency solutions. Most recently she
has been selling enterprise-wide SaaS solutions to large health plans.
Jodi has a strong understanding of both fully and self-insured health plans, as well as challenges
regional health plans, stop-loss and reinsurance carriers, and TPAs continue to face.
Recognized for her integrity and ability to build trustworthy relationships, Jodi will join 6 Degrees Health
as VP of Business Development focused on Payment Integrity solutions for regional health plans and
stop-loss carriers.
Jodi can be reached at jodi.hammer@6degreeshealth.com.
About 6 Degrees Health
6 Degrees Health is built to bring equity and fairness back into the healthcare reimbursement equation.
Industry-leading MediVI technology supports our cost containment solutions with objective, transparent,
and defensible data. 6 Degrees Health’s solutions include everything from provider market analyses,
reasonable value claim reports, ad hoc claims negotiations, evergreening provider contracts, and
referenced- based pricing. Our veteran cost containment team partners with health plans and their
channel partners to deliver unparalleled cost containment results. Visit www.6degreeshealth.com.
Top

John Barlament Joins Reinhart’s Employee Benefits Practice
MyHealthGuide Source: Wisconsin Law Journal, 2/8/2022
John Barlament has joined Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren’s Employee Benefits Practice as a
shareholder.

John Barlament
For nearly 25 years, Barlament has counseled plan fiduciaries, employers, multiemployer plans,
pharmacy benefit managers, insurers, insurance brokers, third-party administrators and other plan
service providers on a range of employee benefit matters. With a focus on health and welfare plan
matters, he has assisted hundreds of clients with questions and strategies related to a variety of
employee benefit laws, including ERISA; HIPAA; the Affordable Care Act; the Consolidated
Appropriations Act; the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act; and others.
His experience led him to author what many consider the nation’s premier manual on the HIPAA privacy
and security rules for employee benefit plans, HIPAA Portability, Privacy & Security; as well as a leading
manual on health reimbursement arrangements, health savings accounts and wellness plans,
Consumer-Driven Health Care. He is a noted national speaker on these topics.
Top

Northwell Direct Welcomes Nick Ashback as Director of Business Development
MyHealthGuide Source: Northwell Direct, 2/7/2022
Nick Ashback is the new Director of Business Development at Northwell Direct, bringing with him a
wealth of knowledge from his 10 years in the insurance space. Nick has extensive experience building
relationships and serving clients across the healthcare industry, where he specializes in financial
analysis and the support of strategic initiatives.

Nick Ashback
Director of Business Development
Northwell Direct
As a leader in the marketplace, Northwell Direct continues to grow and advance their product offerings to
meet the needs of businesses and Nick’s perspective and passion will be crucial in contributing to new
and innovative solutions. Looking forward, Nick is excited to make an impact by partnering directly with
consultants and businesses, helping them to provide their employees with access to a full spectrum of
customized health services.
About Northwell Direct
As a Northwell Health company, we provide employers with access to the vast resources of the largest
health system in New York state—and that includes the extensive experience of world-class physicians,
specialists, and wellness experts. With Northwell Direct’s workplace solutions, we’ll provide your
business with a full spectrum of employer health services customized for your specific business needs.
Plus, by partnering with the Northwell Direct Network, self-funded businesses will have access to our
preferred TPA and PBM partners, making it easier than ever to support the health of your team at a more
sustainable cost. Visit northwelldirect.northwell.edu/.
Top

Market Trends Studies, Books & Opinions

Is Paying Cash Better Than Using Your Insurance When it Comes to Medical Bills?
MyHealthGuide Source: Mike Lanza, VP of Claims, USBenefits, 2/10/2022
With the new Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Hospital Price Transparency rule, there
has been some research that indicates the cash price may be lower than the commercial insurance
negotiated price.
Is this accurate? How does this impact self-insured plans?
While the cash price may be lower, this price is mainly for those that do not have insurance. Providers
know that if a person is not insured, their ability to command a rate that is paid by commercial payers is
not possible. Therefore, they may lower their prices to a level they believe will be paid by the patient in
attempt to receive something, rather than nothing.
But there are risks to the patient paying cash. For example, if complications arise during the procedure,
the initial cost might increase. In this case, the patient may not be able to pay these extra costs or
negotiate a good deal after the service is rendered.
For those with insurance, paying cash may put them in a position where they do not have the protection
of the Plan Document (Plan) since they will more than likely be going to an out-of-network provider. What
if there is a dispute with the provider?
Paying cash may help those without insurance, however it can have the opposite effect on those with
insurance. The reason being, is that the provider will have to cost shift to make up for those without
insurance by charging more for those with insurance.
This may not seem fair, but it’s the reality that the self-insured industry continues to face. So how do selfinsured plans find the right balance to ensure they are not paying too much?
The claim payer must have guidelines in place to make sure they are reviewing both in and out-ofnetwork claims that fall outside of a reasonable reimbursement rate.
Claim payments must be held until all necessary information is received and reviewed closely. This may
include itemized bills, operative notes, discharge summaries, etc.
A provider may push back on requests for additional documentation, but a claim is not “clean,” (payable
at the PPO rate), until all concerns regarding the claim have been reviewed and addressed by the payer.
Not to mention, self-insured plans have a responsibility to ensure they are paying claims appropriately.
At USBenefits Insurance Services we partner with some of the top claim review firms (third-party
administrators, cost containment, bill review, physician & nurse consultants, etc.) in the country and will
support the TPA/Plan with claim review to ensure the payment is appropriate. USB will take the lead on
claim reviews and pay the associated claim review fees so there is no additional costs to the Plan. This
is a win, win, win for everyone. The TPA doesn’t have to worry about how the claim will be reimbursed by
stop loss, the Plan will see lower claim costs, leading to better stop loss renewal rates, USB will see
lower claim reimbursements, and everyone experiences a favorable client retention and customer
experience.
USB has a track record of reducing claim payments below the PPO rate by getting signed agreements
with providers, which means there are no appeals down the road.
About USBenefits
USBenefits was founded over the coastal waters of the California Pacific Ocean aboard the Celtic
Samurai. The founding members believed that to be successful, understanding our clients comes first.
That simple principle has shaped all subsequent development of the company and is the foundation on
which we have grown.
USBenefits Insurance Services, LLC dba Employer stop loss Insurance Services, LLC officially launched
in July of 2007. Since that day, we have continued to implement our marketplace knowledge to properly
align contractual and financial interests for our producers and groups. Call (877) 877-4USB (4872), email
info@usbstoploss.com and visit usbstoploss.com.
Top

Centivo Survey Reveals Devastating Toll of the Healthcare Affordability Crisis on US Workers
MyHealthGuide Source: Centivo, 2/8/2022
Buffalo, NY – A recent Centivo survey of employees with employer-sponsored health insurance revealed
that the healthcare affordability crisis is having a detrimental impact on overall financial wellbeing and
behaviors. In fact, nearly three in five (59%) survey respondents say they had to make financial
sacrifices due to significant medical expenses over the past two years. These findings come from the
Centivo Healthcare and Financial Sacrifices Survey, 2021. Centivo conducted the survey in August 2021
among 805 US adults ages 18-64 with employer-sponsored private health insurance.
The most common financial sacrifices made by respondents regarding household necessities included
cutting back on groceries (51%) and utilities (22%). Alarmingly, one in ten report a significant medical
expense has even caused them and their families to skip meals/go hungry (see Figure 1).

Significant medical expenses also caused problematic behaviors among those making financial
sacrifices, such as taking on credit card debt (60%), completely depleting savings (37%) and borrowing
from retirement accounts (23%).
“One of the root causes of the healthcare affordability crisis for US workers is the prevalence of sky-high
deductibles,” said Ashok Subramanian, CEO, Centivo. “These high deductibles are often paired with
low premiums that ‘make budgets work’ but are also a financial gamble that far too many workers are
losing. It’s appalling that we’re seeing people who are insured through their employers withdraw money
from their retirement accounts and even go hungry due to medical bills.”
The problematic role of high deductibles is exemplified by the survey finding that more than half (54%) of
insured workers with deductibles of $4,000 or more reported incurring a significant medical expense; far
higher than lower deductible levels (see Figure 2). And emergency savings levels are insufficient; 43% of
respondents with a deductible of $4,000 or more said they do not have the funds to cover that amount.
“Employers and their advisors must factor in these downstream financial impacts when examining their
health benefit strategies,” said Subramanian. “They should consider lowering or eliminating deductibles
while at the same time elevating and emphasizing advanced primary care and all of its well-documented
positive health and financial outcomes. These are practical, realistic steps employers can take in
restoring healthcare affordability for workers and their families.”
To receive a complimentary Executive Summary of the Centivo Healthcare and Financial Sacrifices
Survey, 2021 please click here..
About the Centivo Healthcare and Financial Sacrifices Survey, 2021
Centivo engaged SSRS, a full-service survey and market research firm known for innovative
methodologies and optimized research designs, to gain an understanding of the financial sacrifices
people must make due to unexpected medical expenses. SSRS conducted the survey in August 11-24,
2021. Responses come from 805 US adults ages 18-64 who have maintained private employersponsored health insurance coverage for at least the past two years. Respondents were selected from
the SSRS Opinion Panel, SSRS’s Probability-based panel sample, and completed via the web using a
self-administered online survey. The margin of error is +/-4.5% for all 805 respondents, +/-8.2 for
financial sacrifices made (254 respondents) and +/-10.7% for the questions related to specific financial
sacrifices (149 respondents).
About Centivo
Centivo is a new type of health plan anchored around leading providers of value-based care. Centivo
saves self-funded employers 15 percent or more compared to traditional insurance carriers and is easy
to use for employers and employees. Our mission is to bring affordable, high-quality healthcare to the
millions of working Americans who struggle to pay their healthcare bills. With Centivo, employers can
offer their employees affordable and predictable costs, a high-tech member experience, exceptional
service, and a range of benefit options including both proprietary primary care-centered ACO models as
well as traditional networks. Visit centivo.com or follow us @Centivo on LinkedIn or @CentivoHealth on
Twitter.
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Medical News

Association of Coronary Plaque With Low-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol Levels and Rates of
Cardiovascular Disease Events
MyHealthGuide Source: Martin Bødtker Mortensen, MD, PhD, 2/11/2022, JAMA Network
This study suggest that atherosclerosis burden, including assessment of CAC, can be used to
individualize treatment intensity by identifying patients who are at low risk despite having severely
elevated LDL-C levels. That is, even through a person has elevated LDL, if the person has zero or low
calcification, then there is low risk of atherosclerosis.

Atherosclerosis burden and coronary artery calcium (CAC) are associated with the risk for
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) events, with absence of plaque and CAC indicating low
risk. Whether this is true in patients with elevated levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) is
not known. Specifically, a high prevalence of noncalcified plaque might signal high risk.
Study findings
A total of 23,143 patients with a median age of 58 (IQR, 50-65) years (12 857 [55.6%] women)
were included in the analysis. During median follow-up of 4.2 (IQR, 2.3-6.1) years,
1,029 ASCVD and death events occurred. Across all LDL-C strata, absence of CAC was a
prevalent finding (ranging from 438 of 948 [46.2%] in patients with LDL-C levels of at least 190
mg/dL to 4370 of 7964 [54.9%] in patients with LDL-C levels of 77-112 mg/dL) and associated
with no detectable plaque in most patients, ranging from 338 of 438 (77.2%) in those with LDL-C
levels of at least 190 mg/dL to 1067 of 1204 (88.6%) in those with LDL-C levels of less than 77
mg/dL.
In all LDL-C groups, absence of CAC was associated with low rates of ASCVD and death (6.3
[95% CI, 5.6-7.0] per 1000 person-years), with increasing rates in patients with CAC scores of 1
to 99 (11.1 [95% CI, 10.0-12.5] per 1000 person-years) and CAC scores of at least 100 (21.9
[95% CI, 19.9-24.4] per 1000 person-years).
Among those with CAC scores of 0, the event rate per 1000 person-years was 6.3 (95% CI, 5.67.0) in the overall population compared with 6.9 (95% CI, 4.0-11.9) in those with LDL-C levels of
at least 190 mg/dL.
Across all LDL-C strata, rates were similar and low in those with CAC scores of 0, regardless of
whether they had no plaque or purely noncalcified plaque.
The findings of this cohort study suggest that in symptomatic patients with severely elevated LDL-C
levels of at least 190 mg/dL who are universally considered to be at high risk by guidelines, absence of
calcified and noncalcified plaque on coronary computed tomographic angiography was associated with
low risk for ASCVD events. These results further suggest that atherosclerosis burden, including CAC,
can be used to individualize treatment intensity in patients with severely elevated LDL-C levels.
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Recurring Resources

Medical Stop-Loss Providers Ranked by 2020 Annual Premium - Over $25.6 Billion
Source: MyHealthGuide, 9/18/2021
The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking has been updated based on 2020 Annual Premium. In
addition, Rankings from prior years are incorporated into a single table. Click below to view full listing
with premium: The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking.

The top 89 stop loss providers are ranked.
The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking table data reflect Direct Earned Premium from the
"Accident and Health Policy Experience Exhibit" ("Supplemental Pages, Insurance Expense
Exhibit” section) of publicly available Statutory Reports filed annually by each insurance carrier.
Stop Loss Premium Growth
Stop Loss premium based on 2020 annual premium is $25,645,704 (thousands), a 69% over 2016
annual premium of $15,004,224 (thousands) for a compounded annual rate of 14.0%. Stop Loss
premium totals by year:
2020 - $25,645,704 (thousands)
2019 - $23,588,932
2018 - $19,849,233
2017 - $16,451,079
2016 - $15,004,224

Top 10 and 20 Percent of Total 2020 Market
Top 10 stop loss providers ($17.3 Billion) compose 67.4 % of the total market ($25.6 Billion)
Top 20 stop loss providers ($21.5 Billion) compose 83.8 % of the total market ($25.6 Billion)
Top 20 and Ranking Changes
The top 20 stop loss providers based on 2020 annual premium:
1. Cigna
2. UnitedHealth Group
3. Sun Life Financial
4. CVS Health Corp
5. Anthem
6. Tokio Marine HCC
7. HCSC
8. Voya Financial Inc.
9. Symetra
10. HM Insurance
11. Humana
12. Companion Life/Blue Cross Blue Shield of SC
13. Swiss Re
14. QBE
15. Fairfax Financial (CF Ins)
16. Western & Southern Financial
17. W. R. Berkley Corp.
18. Blue Cross Blue Shield of MI
19. Allstate Corp (acquired National General 1/2021)
20. Nationwide
In the new 2020 ranking compared to 2019, there were
14 providers that did not change their ranking position,
55 providers moved up in the ranking,
20 providers moved down in the ranking,
12 providers are new the ranking, and
3 providers dropped out of the ranking.
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Upcoming Conferences

February 15, 2022 - 1:00 PM EST
The Compliance Landscape for 2022 presented by The Phia Group. The new year has brought into
focus three major compliance concerns – mental health parity, COVID-19, and fiduciary duties. The
Department of Labor just released its first annual report to Congress on mental health parity compliance.
None of the plan sponsors in the report earned a passing grade. Join The Phia Group as they break
down the report, explaining what went wrong, and what plan sponsors can do to earn a passing grade.
The team will also reveal how you can best prepare a compliance strategy to keep up with new legal
developments in ERISA law and with COVID-19. Registration Link.
February 21-23, 2022 - In person
HCAA's Executive Forum 2022 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Live and InPerson! HCAA is bringing the glitz and glamour back to the self-funding industry! Bellagio, Las Vegas,
NV. Information
February 28-March 1, 2022
SIIA Price Transparency Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The
association’s inaugural Price Transparency Forum will feature leading participants in price transparency
efforts, from federal agency regulators to self-insured industry professionals, to talk about the
opportunities, challenges, and needs in the space. From the Transparency in Coverage Rule to the No
Surprises Act, this Forum will provide an interactive opportunity to learn what these new rules and
regulations mean for your business and clients, from strategy to implementation. Sheraton Dallas Hotel,
Dallas, TX. Register today
March 2-4, 2022 - Hybrid Conference
The Thirty-First National HIPAA Summit. Chairs: Adam Greene, JD, MPH, Partner and Co-chair, Health
Information & HIPAA Practice, Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, HIPAA Summit Distinguished Service Award
Winner, Former Senior Health Information Technology and Privacy Specialist, Office for Civil Rights,
HHS, Washington, DC; Kirk J. Nahra, JD, Partner and Co-chair of the Privacy and Cybersecurity
Practice, Wilmer Hale, Washington, DC. Iliana Peters, JD, LLM, Shareholder, Polsinelli, Former Acting
Deputy Director, Health Information Privacy, Office for Civil Rights, US Department of Health and Human
Services, Washington, DC. Robert M. Tennant, MA, Vice President, Federal Affairs, Workgroup for
Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI); Former Director, HIT Policy, Medical Group Management
Association; Washington, DC. . Grand Hyatt, Washington, DC. Registration: hipaasummit.com.
March 30-31, 2022
SPBA's Spring meeting announcement presented by Society of Professional Benefit Administrators
(SPBA). For SPBA members and self-funded/self-administered group health plans. Renaissance
Washington, DC Downtown Hotel. Information: Info@spbatpa.org.
March 30-April 1, 2022
SIIA Spring Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The SIIA Spring Forum is
expected to be the largest gathering of senior-level self-insurance industry professionals for the first half
of 2022. Industry expertise and perspectives will be shared through targeted educational sessions, group
discussions, and a unique “focus group” participation opportunity. This will be combined with multiple
networking functions along with a table-top exhibitor program to help you make important connections.
New for this year, we have incorporated “business hours” into the program to make it convenient for
attendees to schedule/participate in important meetings. JW Marriott Grande Lakes, Orlando, FL.
Information.
April 11-12, 2022
SIIA Future Leaders Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). If you are a
younger (under 40) self-insurance/captive insurance industry professional, this is a must-attend for you.
Developed by the SIIA Future Leaders Committee, this forum will feature educational content targeted for
younger professionals with multiple networking opportunities to help you make important connections
with those in your age group. The Westin Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN. Information.
April 12, 2022 - 10:00 am – 11:00 am CT
Behavioral Health Services and Innovations presented by National Association of Worksite Health
Centers (NAWHC). Speakers: Michael Thompson, Pres. & CEO, National Alliance of Healthcare
Purchaser Coalitions and Anne Hopkins,, Director, People & Operations, Benefits and Wellness, CHG
Healthcare. Registration.
April 25-27, 2022
AAPAN Innovations Retreat .This intimate event will act as a forum for candid discussion on issues
impacting our industry and provide innovative solutions to address them. The event will focus on a
mixture of topics that support our three core areas: advocacy, collaboration and administrative
simplification. Reservation and registration details will be provided in the coming weeks, but for now,
save the date so you can take part of this important event. Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. Information.
May 4-6, 2022 - In person
Smart Data Solutions Customer Symposium. This events connects and facilitate conversations
between Payers and Network Partners surrounding industry challenges and ways to efficiently address
them. Topics include integration of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence into workflow processes,
new mandates surrounding the No Surprises Act, Medical Record Analysis, FHIR, Prior Authorizations,
and more! Hosted by Smart Data’s Co-CEOs, Pat Bollom and John Prange.. Call 651.894.6400 and
visit www.sdata.us.
May 16-18, 2022
SIIA Corporate Growth Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). This new SIIA
event has been designed to help SIIA members better understand growth strategies made possible by
corporate financial transactions (mergers, acquisitions, capitalizations, etc.). In addition to targeted
educational content, attendees will have the opportunity to connect with representatives of private equity
firms and related advisors and network with owners/senior executives of other SIIA member companies.
Greenville, South Carolina. Register
May 18-19, 2022
Roundstone 7th annual Medical Captive Forum (MCF), entitled, "Thrive Together." We’re excited to be
back in person in the city we love - Cleveland, Ohio. And we are just as excited to deliver an informative
and educational event to help you stay on top of important health insurance and healthcare trends, and
implement wellness and cost saving strategies for healthier, happier employees. When our businesses
thrive, we all do. This event is designed for our customers, our trusted network of benefits advisors, our
solution provider partners, and executives responsible for employee health benefits at small and mid-size
companies across the nation RSVP here to pre-register.
July 18-19, 2022 - In person
HCAA's TPA Summit 2022 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Hyatt Regency St.
Louis at The Arch, St. Louis, MO. Information
August 24-26, 2022
2022 MASI Annual Fall Conference presented by Mississippi Association of Self-Insurers. We are
pleased to open a call for proposals for presentations at the 2022 MASI Annual Fall Conference. If you
have a proposal for an educational session, or if you have a topic you would like presented at the 2022
Fall Conference, please contact Wendy Powell at wendyp@masiweb.org. The deadline to submit ideas
is Monday, January 3, 2022. The planning committee will consider all ideas and will use these to form the
agenda for the 2022 Annual MASI Fall Conference! Beau Rivage Resort and Casino, Biloxi, MS.
Registration.
September 8-9, 2022
NAWHC 10th Annual Forum: Creating and Expanding Worksite Health Clinics presented by the National
Association of Worksite Health Centers. Topics: The direction of employer centers in post-COVID-19
world; Planning and design of worksite health centers; Operations, staffing and management of worksite
health centers; Legal and regulatory aspects of worksite health centers; The impact of COVID-19 on
center services; Measuring the health center performance; Increasing utilization and engagement;
Pharmacy services; and Digital services. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel in downtown Nashville.
Information and registration.
October 11-13, 2022
SIIA National Conference & Expo presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The
world’s largest self-insurance/captive insurance industry event will be back with its traditional, fully inperson format. JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa, Phoenix, AZ. Registration.
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July 17-18, 2023 - In person
HCAA's TPA Summit 2023 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.. Hyatt Regency, Dallas,
TX. Information
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Editorial Notes, Disclaimers & Disclosures

Articles are edited for length and clarity.
Articles are selected based on relevance and diversity.
No content in this Newsletter should be construed as legal advice. All legal questions should be
directed to your own personal or corporate legal resource.
Internet links are tested at the time of publication. However, links change or expire often.
Articles do not necessarily reflect views held by the Publisher.
Should you stop receiving the Newsletter, here are some items to check: Is the Newsletter email
in your junk or spam folder?
• Have your IT team "whitelist" sender (Clevenger@MyHealthGuide.com)
• Provide another email address.
• Access the Newsletter online at www.MyHealthGuide.com/news.htm.
Our email servers inactivate an account (email address) after three successive failed attempts to deliver
the Newsletter. Failures to deliver occur when your email server "bounces" our Newsletter because your
server views our email as spam because of anatomical terms often referenced in our "Medical News"
section and for other reasons.
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